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Abstract
While missing data is a commonly occurring issue in many domains, it is a topic that has been greatly overlooked by visualization scientists. Missing data values reduce the reliability of analysis results. A range of methods exist to replace the missing values with estimated values, but their appropriateness often depend on the patterns of missingness. Increased understanding of the missingness patterns and the distribution of missing values in data may greatly improve reliability, as well as provide valuable insight into potential problems in data gathering and analyses processes, and better understanding of the data as a whole. Visualization methods have a unique possibility to support investigation and understanding of missingness patterns by making the missing values and their relationship to recorded values visible. This paper provides an overview of visualization of missing data values, and defines a set of three missingness patterns of relevance for understanding missingness in data. It also contributes a usability evaluation which compares visualization methods representing missing values and how well they help users identify missingness patterns. The results indicate differences in performance depending on the visualization method as well as missingness pattern. Recommendations for future design of missing data visualization is provided based on the outcome of the study.
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Introduction
Missing data, meaning records that were intended to be obtained but for some reason were not, is a common issue in data analysis. It may occur in almost any domain and can cause problems such as biased results and reduced statistical rigour. The most common approaches to dealing with missing values include the removal of data records where values are missing or replacing the missing data with plausible values, commonly known as imputation. The development of statistical methods for dealing with missing data is a research topic in its own right and the selection of an appropriate method requires understanding of the mechanisms and patterns of ‘missingness’. Both imputation and removal assume, to some extent, that missing values are errors that need to be dealt with. However, the fact that values are missing may in itself carry valuable information, independent of what value the record would have taken had it been recorded. The investigation of missingness patterns may provide additional understanding of complex data and gain of novel insights. In this context, visualization approaches have the potential to provide invaluable support by making the missingness and its patterns visible, and through this bring a unique potential to support decision making and knowledge generation compared to other computational approaches.

The topic of missing data has to a great extent been overlooked by the visualization society, with not much more than a handful of scientific papers presenting approaches for visual investigation of missing data over the last two decades. The importance of designing visualization systems that represent missing data has however been emphasized in recent papers by, for instance, Kandel et al.1, Wong and Varga2 and Fernstad and Glen3, and was also discussed by Kirk4. This paper further highlights the lack of visualization approaches for analysis of missing data, providing background to the challenges involved in missing data analysis and emphasizing the benefits visual analysis may bring. Based on this, a set of patterns of particular relevance for investigation and understanding of missingness in data are defined. This is followed by a pilot study that evaluates the efficiency of three visualization approaches in context of identifying these patterns, aiming to provide guidance for future research in the area of missing data visualization. Hence, the main contributions of this paper are:

- emphasizing the lack of research and importance of missing data visualization;
- the definition of three missingness patterns (Amount Missing, Joint Missingness and Conditional Missingness) of relevance for understanding missingness in data;
- a usability evaluation comparing three methods for visualization of missing values.

The paper is structured as follows. The first section provides overview of missing data analysis and the challenges
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involved, and presents previous research, followed by the definition of data patterns of relevance for understanding and analysis of missingness. The succeeding section presents a pilot evaluation where three visualization methods designed for representation of missing values are compared in context of the three missingness patterns. The results of the study are then analyzed and presented, followed by a discussion with guidance for future research, and conclusions in the final section.

Background and Related Work

With missing data it is unknown to the analyst what value the data would have taken if it had been observed, at best a reasonably good estimation of a plausible value can be obtained. Missing values can be caused by various reasons. In survey studies, such as demographic or consumer surveys, respondents may avoid answering particular questions or an interviewer may not ask certain questions to some of the participants. In a longitudinal study a participant may not take part in all steps, meaning all data points for a particular time point will be missing. In clinical trials subjects may drop out or be excluded from a study, for instance due to their response to treatment or if they do not follow the study protocol. In laboratory based studies physical properties may be unrecordable for certain samples, and in other situations values may not be obtainable due to processing issues or technical limitations. When analyzing data from multiple sources missingness may be caused by mismatches between databases or variations in naming conventions.

While any type of data (numerical, categorical, text, networks etc.) may contain missing records, the focus of this paper lies on missing values in multivariate (numerical) data. The visualization methods discussed as part of the evaluation are all designed for numerical data. The decision to focus on numerical data in this paper was made a) since missing values can be visualized using standard methods for categorical data, by representing them as an additional category, and b) due to the lack of available visualization methods for categorical data that specifically address missing values. Meanwhile, the missingness patterns discussed are equally applicable to numerical and categorical data.

Variables with missing values can be thought of as multi-type variables where the recorded values are of one type, such as categorical or numerical, and the missingness is a concurrent binary representation (missing or recorded). Missing values have no mean or distribution and standard statistics cannot be applied to them. Analysis of data with a large amount of missing values is a complex problem that may cause uncertainty and reliability issues. Different to many other uncertainty problems, the issues with missing data can not normally be overcome by increasing the sample size, since the number of missing values often increase alongside the data size. The process of successfully analyzing this data and properly dealing with the missing values relies on understanding the patterns and mechanisms of missingness.

The Missingness Mechanism

Different to the cause of missingness, which is the reason why data is missing in the first place, the missingness mechanism is the process by which observations become missing. The missingness mechanism can be thought of as a model of how the probability of an observation being missing depends on its own value and on the values of other variables. Commonly, the mechanism of missingness is separated into three main types:

- **Missing Completely at Random (MCAR):** when the missing values occur at random and the probability of missing values depends neither on the observed nor the missing part of the data.
- **Missing at Random (MAR):** when the probability of missingness depends on the observed data and, hence, the missingness mechanism can be expressed in terms of observed values.
- **Missing Not at Random (MNAR):** when the probability of missingness depends on something that is not recorded. That is, if the missing values are not occurring randomly but at the same time does not depend on any part of the observed data.

MCAR situations may occur for instance when laboratory samples are dropped, whereas MAR examples may be when participants are removed from a clinical trial due to their response to a treatment. MNAR mechanisms can be particularly difficult to detect and an example of this mechanism could be when high income respondents avoid revealing their income in a demographic survey where no other questions relate to income. The missingness mechanism is rarely known prior to analysis and visual analysis of missing data may greatly facilitate understanding of the mechanism and patterns.

Identification of Missing Data

Missing values can be represented in a range of different ways in the data collection process. Depending on how the missingness information is stored, the identification of missing values can be a challenging and time consuming pre-processing step to data analysis. The missing values may be represented as empty cells or as an easily identifiable string (e.g. “N/A”, “?”) in the data table, but often they are represented by a value that may be more or less easy to identify as missing or incorrect. If unrealistic values occur in data, such as a negative product price or 25 hours of activity in a day, they can easily be spotted as incorrect, but often the missing values may be represented by a perfectly plausible value, such as zero or by simply repeating the last recorded value, making them notoriously difficult to identify. While the identification of missing values is an important challenge and difficult task, which may be greatly facilitated by visualization, it is not within the scope of this paper to analyse visualization methods for identification of missing values. The suggested missingness patterns and visualization methods used in the evaluation all assume that the missing values are already identified and explicitly marked in the data.

Dealing With Missing Data

Missing values may greatly distort the statistical properties of data, such as means and variances. Figure 1 displays examples of how missing values may affect properties,
using the well known iris dataset\textsuperscript{6}. Figure 1a displays the original dataset where no values are missing; Figure 1b shows the dataset with 33\% of items uniformly missing in the PetalLength variable (third axis from left), this is an example of MCAR; and Figure 1c displays the dataset with the lowest 33\% of the PetalLength records missing, which can be considered an example of potential MAR since the missing values have low values for the PetalWidth variable (fourth axis). The mean value of the PetalLength variable is 3.1, 3.7 and 4.9 for the respective datasets.

The effect missingness has on analysis results depends both on the missingness mechanism and on how the missing values are handled. The degree of missingness and distribution of missing values across the dataset may also greatly affect the appropriateness of analysis methods. The two main approaches to dealing with missing values are removal and imputation. Removal, or completers analysis\textsuperscript{5}, is when data points or items that contain missing values are removed prior to analysis. Unless values are missing completely at random there is a considerable risk that removal will heavily bias the analysis results. Figure 2a displays the iris dataset with the lowest 33\% of records missing in the third axis (as in Figure 1c) when all items with missing values are completely removed from the display. As visible, some of the existing patterns have become less distinguishable, such as the negative correlation between the first and second axis.

Imputation, on the other hand, is when missing values are replaced by estimates. There are numerous methods available for imputation, ranging from simple replacement with arithmetic mean or random draws from representative distributions, to complex multiple imputation methods where several imputed versions of the dataset are combined following a set of rules\textsuperscript{5}. Depending on which imputation model is used, the imputed values may bias analysis results and the variability in the imputed dataset may often be too small. This is a particular issue with simple approaches, such as mean imputation, and when data is not missing completely at random. Figure 2b displays an example of imputation using the same dataset as in Figures 1c and 2a, in figure 2b missing values are replaced by the mean value of the variable, creating an artificial cluster around the mean. It is clearly visible from Figures 2a and 2b that the selected method for dealing with missing values can have a big impact on analysis results.

Visualization of Missing Data

The fact that values are missing may provide valuable information, such as highlighting potential problems in data gathering, pre-processing and analysis processes. Fielding et al.\textsuperscript{7} highlight that the absence of data can be informative, particularly in health-related questionnaire studies where participants that are unwell may be less likely to respond. Another example was provided by Djurcilov and Pang\textsuperscript{8} who discuss visualization of meteorological datasets where a missing value was an indication that no phenomena were observable. In this context they suggested that missing values should be presented such that the user is alerted about the missing data, rather than estimating a value. Some recent texts\textsuperscript{1–4} also highlight the need of visualization that enable exploration and further understanding of missingness in data, but only a small number of publications to date describe methods for missing data visualization.

Twiddy et al.\textsuperscript{9} were among the first to address challenges related to visualization of missing data. They aimed to avoid the risk of misinterpretation caused by replacing missing data with interpolated values, and presented an approach for missing data visualization where recorded and missing values were visually separated using a colourscheme where the pop-out effect of the missingness representation was reduced. The MANET software\textsuperscript{10,11}
was another early example that aimed to make the user aware of the incompleteness of data by incorporating visual representations of missing values in, for example, bar charts and scatter plots. An approach partially related to MANET was later presented by Templ, Alfons and Filzmoser. Their R-package VIM (Visualization and Imputation of Missing values) was designed for exploration of missingness structures and utilizes various visual attributes to highlight missingness in common visual representations such as histograms, scatter plots and parallel coordinates. The package miP (multiple imputation plots) visualize imputation results from a range of packages using VIM. Schulz et al. defined missing data as one of several data descriptors, and showed how missing values could be presented in parallel coordinates using a method similar to VIM. Additionally, some R-packages for imputation of missing values include graphical user interfaces for manipulation and control of imputation methods, including migui, that provides an interface for the mi package; and AmeliaView, which is a function in the Amelia package. While the user interfaces are helpful in facilitating imputation, they are not directly supporting exploration and identification of missingness patterns.

A slightly different approach was taken in the xGobi system later followed by gGobi, where missing data was represented by imputed values while a separate linked view was used to keep track of the location and existence of missing data, utilising interactive features such as brushing, zooming and labelling to support exploration of missingness. Building upon this, Cheng et al. developed the R-package MissingDataGUI, which supports exploration of missing data structures using summaries and static graphics where missing values are imputed and distinguished from recorded values by colour. Cediunik and Rheingans used procedurally generated annotations to represent uncertainty information, and represented missing data with a distance based probability value. A similar approach was taken by Xie et al. who introduced a visualization data system focusing on data quality, including missingness and uncertainty, and obtained quality values for missing data using imputation methods. Arbesser et al. presented a linked views system for assessment of data quality, where missing data is one of a number of quality classes that are distinguished through colour. Wang and Wang addressed visualization of missingness in classification data. Their main focus lay in identification of whether the missing values are randomly distributed, unevenly distributed across variables or biased towards a particular class. They address the high dimensionality of classification data by utilizing self-organizing maps (SOM) to cluster a missingness representation of the data.

Another aspect of missing data that is highly relevant in visualization is the effect the representation of missing values has on the interpretation of data. This was discussed by Eaton et al. who defined three levels of impact that missing data may have on visualization: 1) when the missingness is perceivable from the visual representation, 2) when nothing indicates the existence of missing values and 3) when the missingness propagates to other items and affects their visual appearance. Figure 3 provides examples of these three levels. Eaton et al. also present a user study where they compare three different approaches to representing missing values in line graphs: misleading where the missing values are replaced by zero, absent where missing values are omitted from the visual representation, and coded where missing values are omitted and the next valid point has a mark and provides information why the prior points are missing. Their results imply that poor indication of missingness in a visual display have a clearly negative effect on interpretation and that the user may not realize that a value is missing if it is replaced by a value. Based on this, Eaton et al. suggested that visual representations should be enhanced either by dedicated visual attributes (using colour, shape etc. in a visual representation), annotation (using text or graphic information outside of the visual representation) or animation to indicate the existence of missing data, but provide no recommendations as to what type of visual attribute may be most appropriate to support understanding of missingness.

### Missingness Patterns in Literature

The missingness mechanisms highlight structures of potential relevance for deciding how to deal with missing data and may be useful for understanding the effect of imputation and deletion. The mechanisms are, however, fairly complex and rarely known prior to analysis, and may not be directly applicable to an exploratory analysis approach. While the MCAR and MAR situations may possibly be identified by analyzing the dataset and the missingness, MNAR situations are inevitably difficult to identify by analyzing the data since their explanation is not available within the dataset.
Exploratory analysis aims to identify and summarize data patterns to support hypothesis generation, and a different set of patterns may be more relevant in the context of exploring and analyzing missingness.

Wang and Wang\textsuperscript{24} highlighted the relevance of the distribution of missing values within the dataset, particularly focusing on if it is randomly or unevenly distributed across variables and classes. They suggested three missingness patterns for analysis of missing values in the context of classification data: 1) Missing At Random, when values are randomly distributed in the sample space (note that this is not the same as the MAR missingness mechanism), 2) Uneven Symmetric Missing, when values are missing more often in some variables and missing values may be correlated across variables, and 3) Uneven Asymmetric Missing, when values are missing unevenly in the data and may be biased towards a particular class. In another paper, Wang and Wang\textsuperscript{27} discuss the impact of missing values on data mining tasks and the value of knowledge about the patterns of missingness and their potential impact on results. They advocate a problem-driven approach and list four concepts of relevance for understanding the impact of missing values: 1) Reliability addresses the scope of the missing values in context of the problem, where the problem is defined only based on recorded values. It can, as such, be thought of as a ratio between missing and recorded in context of the problem domain, and can for instance include comparison between the number of missing values in a variable and the number of records that are used to identify the problem. 2) Hiding, which is a concept to reveal how likely it is that a data item, within a certain range of one variable, has a missing value in another variable. 3) Complementing is a concept aimed to reveal which variables are most likely to have missing values at the same time. 4) Conditional Effects are the potential changes caused by the missing values to the understanding of the problem, which can be examined by replacing missing values with different possible values and observe how it changes the problem. Theus et al.\textsuperscript{11} point out that in a pairwise relationship involving missing data, each data point can belong to one of four different states: 1) both values are recorded (not missing value), 2) the x-value was recorded but not the y-value, 3) the y-value was recorded but not the x-value, and 4) neither of the values were recorded. In state 2, 3 and 4 we may be able to draw conclusions in relation to missingness patterns based on the data; particularly if there are relationships between missing values and recorded values and if there are relationships between missing in one variable and missing in another variable.

Three main conclusions can be drawn based on the prior research. Firstly, the distribution of missing values is important for missing data analysis, both in terms of even or uneven distribution, as well as what the ratio between missing and recorded values. Understanding of distribution may support insight into whether values are missing at random, as well as into the reliability of conclusions drawn from the recorded data. For instance, the awareness of unevenly distributed missing values and a high ratio of missing values in certain variables, may reduce the reliability of results driven by recorded values in those variables. Secondly, the relationship between missing values in one variable and the values of recorded data in another variable is suggested as relevant. This has similarities to correlation patterns and can, to some extent, be thought of as the correlation between missing and recorded. Common correlation metrics can, however, not be directly applied to describe the pattern, since it concerns the relationship between a binary value and a numerical/categorical value range. Understanding of such missing–recorded relationships can help explain why values are missing (i.e. study participants with strong reactions to a treatment may stop the treatment, leading to missing values for those participants) and guide the selection of appropriate imputation method (i.e. if missing in A tend to have low recorded values in B, the imputation result may be better if estimated based on items with low values in B, rather than on items with both low and high values in B). Thirdly, the co-occurrence of missing values in multiple variables can support understanding of multivariate missingness patterns and identification of clusters of items where missingness is an issue, which may for instance support both identification of issues in the data gathering process (i.e. when errors in one step of a measurement process propagates to other measurements) and guide the selection of appropriate method for dealing with the missingness (i.e. a group of items with co-occurring missing values may need to be dealt with differently than items where co-occurrence is less common).

**Patterns of Missingness**

Common methods used to understand general structures and relationships in data may not be appropriate as descriptors for missingness patterns, due to the dual nature of incomplete data where variables may concurrently hold both binary values (missing or recorded) and, for instance, numerical values. The missingness patterns discussed in the previous section have similarities with common data patterns used to describe complete data (distribution, coinciding values and correlation). They are, however, not identical as they are designed and used in the context of single-type data and not designed to deal with and support analysis of missing values and would, hence, require modification to be usable. None of the missingness patterns discussed in the previous section completely cover distribution, co-occurring missing and missing–recorded relationships in a satisfactory way for multivariate data analysis.

The missingness mechanisms are difficult to translate to data analysis tasks and hard to identify; Wang and Wang’s\textsuperscript{24} missingness patterns for classified data only covers distribution patterns, and are specifically design for classification tasks; their second paper\textsuperscript{27} cover all three patterns but are discussed mainly in the context of understanding the impact of missing values and are defined as part of a two-step analysis process, thus not directly applicable to generic data analysis tasks; and the description made by Theus et al.\textsuperscript{11} does not address the distribution of missing values. Based on this and on the conclusions in the previous section, this paper contributes the definition of three novel missingness patterns (Amount Missing, Joint Missingness and Conditional Missingness), as briefly introduced by Fernstad and Glen\textsuperscript{3}. The relevance of these patterns for describing common missingness structures was confirmed through informal interviews with data science
one variable at the same time. Figure 4b displays an example of joint missingness between variables T1 and T2, whereas the missingness between T2 and T3 is not joint (yellow cells corresponding to missing values). To some extent, JM is related to the correlation or association between categorical variables, and coinciding features as used in text analysis for example, but with the difference that only one particular value (missing) is of interest and not any coinciding values, and with the missingness being of a different data type than the recorded values of the variable. JM patterns would indicate that data is not missing completely at random and that there may be a potential MNAR situation where the missingness depends on something that is not recorded in the data. It is closely related to the concept of complementing and corresponds to the fourth state of pairwise missingness relationships described by Theus et al., where neither the x-value nor the y-value is recorded.

Insight into the JM in a dataset helps understanding multivariate missingness patterns; which may, for instance, be when participants who refuse to answer a particular question in a questionnaire (such as their income) also refuse to answer other particular questions (such as the value of their house). As previously mentioned, it can also support identification of issues in the data gathering process that cause missingness to propagate across the data and facilitate identification of subsets of data where the missingness may need to be dealt with differently from subsets with less joint missingness.

**Amount Missing**

*Amount Missing* (AM) refers to the relative number of data values that are missing, either in a data item or in a variable. Insight into the amount of missing data provides understanding of the distribution of missing values within the dataset and can be useful for providing an indication of a potential MCAR situation (or exclusion of the possibility of MCAR), since the distribution of missing values across the dataset would be even if they are missing completely at random, while unevenly distributed missingness would out-rule MCAR. Wang and Wang24,27 highlights the relevance of missingness distribution, both in context of classification and through their reliability concept.

Insight into the amount missing values in variables provides understanding of the distribution of missing values across the variables of the dataset and can, as such, be useful for identification of variables where the missingness may be particularly important or difficult to deal with due to a large amount of missing values. Similarly, it can highlight subsets of data where conclusions drawn from the recorded data may be particularly uncertain, due to being based on a relatively small amount of recorded values. When applied to data items the AM pattern may also highlight individual samples and outliers with high relative amounts of missing data that may be too incomplete to include in the analysis and, hence, may be better to remove. Figure 4a displays an example of AM in variables where the missingness is not evenly distributed, with 50% missing (yellow cells) in T1 while only 10% missing in T2 and T3.

**Joint Missingness**

The second suggested pattern of interest for analysis of missingness in data is *Joint Missingness* (JM). JM is a pairwise or multivariate pattern that refers to the amount of data items that have concurrently missing values in more than one variable at the same time. Figure 4b displays an example of joint missingness.

**Conditional Missingness**

Like JM, *Conditional Missingness* (CM) is a pairwise or multivariate pattern. It refers to the relationship between items that are missing in one variable and the recorded value of those items in another variable. The CM pattern is relevant for understanding relationships between missing and recorded values and aims to describe patterns where the probability of missingness is conditional, or dependent, upon the recorded values of another variable. As such it has similarities with correlation patterns, but is different in terms of requiring one type of data for one variable (missing) and another type of data for the other (numerical, categorical etc.), as a consequence, standard correlation metrics cannot be utilised to identify the pattern. Furthermore, correlation of missing values may equally refer to joint missingness and, hence, the correlation concept does not distinguish the two patterns clearly enough. Figure 4c shows an example where the missing values in T2 (yellow cells) are conditional upon high values in T1 (dark cells), while they are not conditional upon values in T3 (mix of light and dark cells). CM relates both to the MAR mechanism, where missing data depends on recorded data, and to Wang and Wang’s concept of hiding. It is also described as the second and third state of missingness in pairs of variables by Theus et al.

Understanding of CM patterns can be useful for deciding how to deal with the missingness in terms of imputation or deletion, as well as for understanding the cause of missingness. For example, if participants with high income refuse to state their income in a questionnaire, but provide detail about their property tax, we may potentially see a relationship between missing income and high property tax. By investigating the recorded income values for participants with high property tax we may be able to estimate a more
reliable value for the missing values than if the estimation is based on all recorded values.

**Evaluation of Missing Value Visualization**

Eaton et al.\(^{26}\) conducted a study to evaluate the three levels of impact that missing data can have on visualization methods (misleading, absent or coded), using line graphs as their basic visual representation. Based on their results they suggest that visual representations should be enhanced by dedicated visual attributes, annotation or animation to indicate the existence of missing data. Of these three, the use of dedicated visual attributes is by far the most common. The study presented here aims to evaluate the effectiveness, in terms of clear representation of relevant patterns, of three visualization methods where different visual attributes are used to represent missing values.

**Visualization Methods**

One of the more recent and most mature tools for visualization of missing data is the R-package VIM\(^{28}\). VIM provides a range of visualization methods (such as scatter plots, parallel coordinates, matrix plots) that are enhanced with visual attributes to represent the missing values in conjunction with the recorded data. The basic visual attributes used, on their own or in combination, to represent or emphasize missing values include:

- **Location** - the positioning of missing values at a dedicated location in the visualization, separating it from the recorded values. An immediate risk with this is if location has a meaning for the recorded values (i.e. the further to the right the higher the recorded value) and, hence, the location of the missing value may erroneously indicate a high or low value, rather than a missing value. The misleading visualization as defined in Eaton et al. use location to indicate missingness, but more commonly the location would be outside of the normal value range of the visualization.

- **Colour** - the use of a specific colour to highlight that values are missing. Depending on what colour scheme is used, a potential issue may be that the colour of missing values may distract attention from the overall data patterns, as highlighted by Twiddy et al.\(^{8}\). Colour is usually not considered an appropriate attribute for representation of exact numerical values, but can be useful for representation of a smaller number of (unordered) categories and, as a salient pre-attentive feature, effective for highlighting values of interest.

- **Size** - size is commonly used either for representing a numerical value or a frequency; in context of missing values it is mainly meaningful as frequency representation since missing values have no numerical value. For visualization methods where data items with the same values are drawn separately, rather than on top of each other, a sense of size or frequency will be created since the number of pixels used increase with the number of items.

- **Connection** - multiple data values may be linked in a visualization, indicating connectedness. While this is not normally a visual attribute used to represent missing values as such, it is commonly used for detection of multivariate patterns and may, thus, be relevant for identification of multivariate missingness patterns.

Three visualization methods from VIM were selected for the evaluation, all being based on common visualization methods for multivariate data analysis that have been enhanced with different visual attributes to represent missing values. The methods and their approaches to representing missing values are described in the following sections, with main visual attributes and features summarized in Table 1.

**Marginplot Matrix**: The Marginplot Matrix is similar to a scatter plot matrix where the individual scatter plots are enhanced with visual attributes representing missing values. Figure 5 displays an example of how the missing values are represented in a single marginplot. The representation utilize a categorization similar to the one suggested by Theus et al.\(^{11}\). Items with values that are recorded in both variables of the scatter plot are represented by blue points in the main body of the plot, while items with missing values are represented by red points in the margins. Items with missing values in one variable but not the other are represented by red points along the margin for which they have recorded values, positioned according to the recorded value. Hence, items with missing y-values but recorded x-values are positioned in the bottom margin, along the x-axis. From figure 5 we can tell that the majority of items with missing y-values have relatively high x-values (represented by the red points in the right half of the bottom margin) while a smaller number have low x-values (represented by the red points in the left half of the bottom margin). The plot also includes additional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour represents missing</th>
<th>Marginplot Matrix</th>
<th>Matrix Plot</th>
<th>Parallel Coordinates</th>
<th>Relevant for pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>partly</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location represents missing</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size represents missing</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>AM, JM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items with same value</td>
<td>on top</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td>on top</td>
<td>AM, JM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect across variables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>JM, CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect missing &amp; recorded</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate missing &amp; recorded</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>partly</td>
<td>CM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 1. Summary of Attributes of Visualization Methods**
estimate how many are likely missing in both variables.

This may potentially make it difficult to estimate the number of items that are missing in both variables of a variable. At least one variable, through the box-plots. Items with missing values in both variables are represented, patterns related to variable pairs may be easier to investigate compared to, for instance, using parallel coordinates. Similarly, to the Matrix Plot, a known issue with Parallel Coordinates displays missing values more or less mixed with the recorded values, which may facilitate identification of patterns relating to a combination of missing and recorded values. Similarly to the Matrix Plot, a known issue with Parallel Coordinates is the identification of patterns relating to pairs of variables when the variables are not adjacent, but values are on the other hand connected across the axes which may facilitate identification of multivariate patterns. An issue when using location to represent missing values, as previously discussed, is the risk of misinterpretation caused by the location; by

matrix box-plots that display the distribution of values for items recorded in both variables (blue box-plots) and items recorded in only one variable (red box-plots). The dark red point in the bottom left corner of the margin represent items with missing values in both variables.

The Marginplot Matrix (figure 6) is essentially a matrix of marginplots, where all plots in the same row have the same x-axis variable and all plots in a column have the same y-axis variable. The plot indicates missing values using a combination of colour and location, where the missing data is partly separate from the recorded data rather than mixed with the recorded items, this could possibly make it less effective for identifying relationships between missing and recorded as the user will need to switch context. Additionally, the small multiples approach has a general drawback in terms of the size of the plots as the number of variables increase, as well as diagonal matrix layouts including duplicates of all plots. On the other hand, since all pairwise relationships are represented, patterns related to variable pairs may be easier to investigate compared to, for instance, using parallel coordinates where relationships between non-adjacent axes may be less easy to perceive. Size is used as a visual attribute to represent the distribution of values that are recorded in at least one variable, through the box-plots. Items with missing values in both variables are represented at a single position. This may potentially make it difficult to estimate the number of items that are missing in both variables of a variable pair, having to take the total number of visible data points (recorded and part recorded) in the plots into account to estimate how many are likely missing in both variables.

Matrix Plot: The Matrix Plot is a heatmap, or tabular plot, were columns represent variables and rows represent data items. The colour of a cell represents the value of an item for corresponding variable. Recorded values are represented by grey scale, with dark grey corresponding to high values and light grey corresponding to low values. Missing values are represented by red colour, as shown in figure 7. Differently to the Marginplot Matrix, the missing values are represented only by colour and are mixed with the recorded values in the Matrix Plot. Due to this, it may potentially be easier to perceive patterns relating to relationships between missing and recorded values in the Matrix Plot compared to the Marginplot Matrix. Furthermore, the values are never drawn on top of each other in the Matrix Plot, hence avoiding the issue occurring in Marginplot Matrix when values are missing for both variables as well as generating an impression of size (or number of pixels) relative to the number of missing values, which may be beneficial for frequency related tasks. The interpretability of pairwise patterns may, however, be more of an issue in the Matrix Plot when it comes to pairs of variable that are not adjacent in the display.

Parallel Coordinates: The Parallel Coordinates in VIM represent missing values through a combination of location and colour. Missing values are located above and separate from the variable axis for which it is missing. Additionally, the line colouring is based on whether a value is missing or recorded in a variable of choice, red corresponding to missing values and blue corresponding to recorded values. Figure 8 displays an example where colouring is based on whether values are missing or recorded in variable C (third axis from left). In the figure it is visible that variables A, C and D (first, third and fourth axis) have missing values, since they all have lines intersecting above the axes, while there are no missing values for variable B (second axis from left). The representation of missing values in Parallel Coordinates displays missing values more or less mixed with the recorded values, which may facilitate identification of patterns relating to a combination of missing and recorded values. Similarly to the Matrix Plot, a known issue with Parallel Coordinates is the identification of patterns relating to pairs of variables when the variables are not adjacent, but values are on the other hand connected across the axes which may facilitate identification of multivariate patterns. An issue when using location to represent missing values, as previously discussed, is the risk of misinterpretation caused by the location; by

Figure 5. The marginplot is similar to a scatter plot and displays items with missing values in red. Box-plots are used to display the distribution of recorded values (blue) and missing values (red). The representations in the bottom margin correspond to items that are recorded for the x-axis variable, and representations in the left hand margin correspond to items that are recorded for the y-axis variable.

Figure 6. A Marginplot Matrix displaying a dataset with four variables, including marginplots for all pairs of variables.

Figure 7. A Matrix Plot displaying a dataset with four variables. Recorded values are represented by grey scale, light grey corresponding to low values and dark grey corresponding to high values. Missing values are represented by red.
representing missing values above the axis (particularly when the boundary between recorded and missing is fairly vague) the value may easily be misinterpreted as a high value rather than a missing value. Furthermore, since missing values are represented at a single intersection point above the axis, it may be difficult to perceive the number of values that are missing for a single variable. The user will need to take the distribution of lines in adjacent axes into account to estimate the number of missing values; this will potentially also obstruct the interpretation of frequency in joint missingness patterns.

Motivation: The choice of these three visualization methods was made based on them being common visualization methods that are able to display the dataset directly as it is, without utilizing summaries or aggregation, and as they can be used for general data analysis tasks as well as missing data analysis, thus imitating a generic data analysis situation. Other visualization methods could have been used, such as aggregated bar charts and tables displaying only information about the missing values, but due to their lack of support for generic data analysis (including both recorded and missing values) and building upon the idea of enhancing visualization with visual attributes, the three selected were considered better candidates for the evaluation.

In addition to being able to support generic data analysis the ability to display recorded as well as missing values, in contrast to displaying only missing values, has some benefits for missing data analysis. As previously discussed, there may exist relationships between missing and recorded values (as in an MAR situation) where the recorded values are just as important as the missing values for identifying the pattern and for dealing with the missing values. Furthermore, it can support the identification of missing values and the evaluation of the reliability of previous missingness identification. The identification of missing values can be difficult, as discussed in the Identification of Missing Data section, and it is not unlikely that an incomplete dataset may include values that erroneously have been classified as recorded instead of missing. The visualization of recorded values can facilitate the identification of such potentially misclassified data. An example of this is shown in figure 9 where data from a study of skill learning in computer game playing is displayed, including a number of measures extracted from data from 3360 players at different levels of expertise. The visualization used in this example is a parallel coordinates plot where missing values are represented above the axis, and items with missing values in the Total Hours variable (sixth from left) are highlighted in purple across the dataset. An interesting pattern (highlighted with yellow) can be seen in the Game ID and League Index variables, with almost all items that have missing values for Total Hours being separated from the rest of the data, with Game ID above 10000 (other items having a continuous spread of values below 9270) and a League Index of 8 (the number of leagues reported in the paper being 7). While it is not completely clear if these values are in fact missing values that have been represented by a numeric value as part of the data collection or pre-processing, it indicates an uncertainty or data processing issue that should be investigated further and that wouldn’t have been identified if only displaying missing values.

The Study

The study presented in this section is a pilot study aiming to evaluate the ability of visualization methods to clearly display patterns of relevance for missing data analysis. With the intent to support and guide further research into visualization of missing data. The evaluation does not aim to exhaustively examine all aspects of usability for the visualization methods, but rather focus on whether the patterns of interest can be correctly identified. More specifically, the study evaluates the performance of three visualization methods (Marginplot Matrix, Matrix Plot, Parallel Coordinates) when carrying out tasks related to the three missingness patterns (Amount Missing (AM), Joint Missingness (JM), Conditional Missingness (CM)), as defined in the Patterns of Missingness section of this paper. Ethical approval was received prior to carrying out the study.

Hypotheses: Based on the visual attributes of the three visualization methods to be evaluated (summarized in Table 1), and the variation in information required to identify the three missingness patterns, the main hypothesis underlying the study is that there will be a difference in performance for the visualization methods, and that this difference is dependent on which pattern is being examined, as discussed below.

For AM the frequency of missing data in a variable has to be identified. This requires understanding of the number of missing values in relation to the number of recorded values in the variable, and the ability to do this is impacted by how items that have the same value are represented. Both Marginplot Matrix and Parallel Coordinates draw items with the same value on top of each other while Matrix Plot draws them separately, where the number of pixels used to draw them increase with the number of values. However, for items with missing in one variable but not the other, Marginplot Matrix does not draw the missing values on top of each other. Based on this it is believed that the Matrix Plot will perform better than Parallel Coordinates and Marginplot Matrix for AM tasks, while the Marginplot Matrix will perform better than Parallel Coordinates.

JM tasks involves the identification of two variables that have a large number of jointly missing values, which requires
both understanding of the frequency of missing values and the ability to link missing values across multiple variables. Matrix Plots have the ability to display frequency, while Parallel Coordinates have stronger visual connections across variables. Based on this and since Matrix Plot still has some ability to connect across variables, it is believed that Matrix Plot will perform best for JM tasks, and that Parallel Coordinates will perform better than Marginplot Matrix.

When it comes to CM patterns the interest lies in identifying a data trend, in terms of recorded values, that may explain why values are missing in a particular variable. This requires the ability to connect missing and recorded values across multiple variables, and a hypothesis based on this is that Parallel Coordinates will perform best for CM tasks. It is also expected that the box-plots in Marginplot Matrix will be of some benefit for linking missing and recorded values and, hence, that Marginplot Matrix will perform better than Matrix Plot for CM tasks.

**Tasks and Data:** The participants of the study were to carry out tasks related to identifying or understanding the three missingness patterns using the three visualization methods; hence questions relating to the Amount Missing, Joint Missingness and Conditional Missingness were asked. The following three base questions were used for this purpose:

- **AM:** Approximately how much data is missing in attribute X?
- **JM:** With which attribute does attribute X have the most jointly missing values?
- **CM:** Which trend in which attribute is most likely to be accountable for the missing data in attribute X?

Answers to the questions were designed as multiple choice where one answer was accurate, and the rest range from potentially accurate to definitely wrong.

To ensure that the missingness patterns in the data used for the study were identifiable, while maintaining realistic patterns in the recorded part of the data, publicly available datasets were used and missingness was generated through controlled removal of values. It was expected that the scalability would mainly be dependent on limitations in the basic visualization methods, rather than on how the missing values are represented, since the majority of screen space is used similarly to standard scatterplot matrices, heatmaps and parallel coordinates. Fairly small datasets were used, for which visual clutter should not be an issue, aiming to minimize the impact of scalability limitations caused by the basic visualization methods. A total of 36 datasets were generated, 18 based on the *Iris* dataset, which includes 4 variables and 150 items, and 18 based on the training part of the *User Knowledge Modelling* (UKM) dataset, which includes 5 variables and 258 items. Varying levels of uniformly distributed noise, with a noise level between 1% and 15%, was randomly added to the data. The datasets were separated into three groups, one for each missingness pattern, with 6 Iris based datasets and 6 UKM based datasets in each group. Missingness patterns were then created by replacing numerical values with a “NA” string, with between 0% and 40% of values removed from each variable to generate the missingness patterns. Prior to removal of values, the missingness structures of the variables in all datasets were defined (included as supplementary material). For AM patterns the relative amount missing for each variable was first defined, and then converted into the actual number of values to be removed. For JM the initial step was also to define the relative amount missing for each variable, followed by the relative amount of jointly missing values for each variable pair and then the corresponding number of values to be removed for variables and pairs. For CM only one of the variables had missing values, since the question was related only to missing in one particular variable, and the first step was to define the relative amount missing for this variable, which was then converted into an actual number of values to remove. The final step for CM was to define the relationship between missing values and recorded values in the other variables, these were recorded either as high, low or none. The data was then matched with the visualization methods such that each plot was assigned two Iris and two UKM datasets from each pattern group. The variable names of the original datasets were anonymized and replaced with letters to avoid impact of preconceptions based on variable names.

**Experimental Design:** The study was designed as a 2-factor within-subject design, where the two factors were missingness pattern (AM, JM, CM) and visualization method (Marginplot Matrix, Matrix Plot, Parallel Coordinates), resulting in nine experimental phases: AM+Marginplot Matrix, AM+Matrix Plot, AM+Parallel Coordinates, JM+Marginplot Matrix, JM+Matrix Plot, JM+Parallel Coordinates, CM+Marginplot Matrix, CM+Matrix Plot and CM+Parallel Coordinates. The study was designed as an online study and participants were recruited through E-mail lists for visualization and data analysis interest.
groups. Each participant performed 36 tasks (4 per phase). None of the generated datasets were used more than once per participant, in order to minimize the risk that patterns that are asked for have been identified by chance during a previous tasks. The presentation order of the tasks and phases were counterbalanced using a Latin-square based procedure. Equally many task were performed for each phase using the Iris and UKM based datasets. Dataset size was not treated as a factor in the experimental design, since all datasets used in the study were relatively small and thus no major performance difference was expected due to it. It was, however, recorded in order to be able to identify potentially unexpected results related to this. Performance was measured in terms of accuracy when performing the tasks. Response time was not considered a reliable enough measure in this particular context, since the study was conducted online rather than in a completely controlled environment, with an increased risk of participants being disrupted or taking a break during a task.

Procedure: The evaluation was carried out as an online survey implemented using the BOS Online Survey tool. To ensure that participant had a basic level of understanding of missing data and missingness patterns, and the ability to interpret the visualization methods and tasks, the survey was initiated with a 13 minute introductory video explaining the details and concepts of relevance for the study. As an alternative, participants were provided the option of following a textual walk-through containing the same information as the video. 87% of participants choose to view the video. After the introduction a set of questions were asked to gather detail about the participants, their experience and perceived skill; including gender, age group, and experience of visualization methods, data analysis and missing data. This was followed by the main study where 36 tasks were presented, based on the questions described in the Task and Data section. The tasks were designed as multiple choice questions, presented along with a static image of the relevant visualization method displaying the appropriate dataset. The choice of using static images for the evaluation, rather than using an interactive environment, was made to reduce the impact of the varying interactive features, which would have needed to be measured carefully if included. Furthermore, the main aim was to measure the effectiveness of the visual attributes representing missing values, rather than the interactive features implemented in this particular tool. The answers of the participants were stored in BOS and later exported for statistical analysis of the results.

Results

23 participants finished the study, of which 5 female and 18 male. The biggest age group among the participants was 25-34 years (43.5%) followed by 35-44 years (21.7%), 45-54 years (17.4%), 55-64 years (13%) and 65 years or older (4.3%). Participants were asked to rank their level of experience of 1) visualization methods, 2) data analysis, and 3) missing data, using 5 point likert scales ranging from No prior experience (1) to Professional (5). A majority of participants (73.9%) ranked their experience of visualization methods high (4 or 5) while only 13% ranked their visualization experience low (1 or 2). Similar numbers were seen for data analysis experience, where 69.6% ranked themselves as highly experienced and only 8.6% as having low experience. When it came to experience of missing data the pattern was the opposite, with a small majority of 52.2% ranking their experience as low, while only 17.4% ranked their experience of missing data as high.

The remainder of this section will report on the results of the evaluation, in terms of accuracy when completing the tasks. To provide a comprehensive analysis of the results, taking the aspect of ‘how wrong’ an answer is into consideration, two sets of analysis were performed with different rankings of accuracy. In the first analysis an answer was considered either accurate or not accurate, only taking the number of accurately answered tasks into account. For the second analysis the answer was ranked from 0 to 3, depending on ‘how wrong’ the answer was; 3 was assigned to the correct answer, 2 the wrong answer that was closest to the correct answer and so on. For example:

- For an AM question where the multiple choice answers to the question Approximately how much data is missing in attribute D? were a) 5%, b) 10%, c) 25% and d) 30%; and the correct answer was 25%, then c was ranked as 3, d was ranked as 2, b was ranked as 1 and a was ranked as 0.
- For a JM question where the multiple choice answers to the question With which attribute does attribute B have the most jointly missing values? were a) A, b) C, c) D and d) E, and the relative number of jointly missing values were B&A: 10%, B&C: 15%, B&D: 5% and B&E: 0%; then b was ranked as 3, a was ranked as 2, c was ranked as 1 and d was ranked as 0.
- For a CM question where the multiple choice answers to the question Which trend in which attribute is most likely to be accountable for the missing data in attribute D? were a) High in A, b) Low in B, c) High in C, and d) Low in C, and the CM relationships could be described as D&A: None, D&B: Low, D&C: Low (but more variation than in B), then b was ranked as 3, d was ranked as 2, a was ranked as 1 and c was ranked as 0.

While the main aim of the study was to investigate the performance of the combination of visualization methods and missingness patterns, the patterns and visualization were also analysed separately to find any overall patterns that may explain the detailed results.

Missingness Pattern

A Friedman test was used for significance testing, since the accuracy data was not normally distributed and could be described as ordinal or discrete rather than continuous. This was followed by a post-hoc test using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test and pairwise comparisons to identify for which missingness patterns the accuracy was significantly different. The descriptive statistics for accuracy for missingness patterns are presented in table 2 and figure 10, with results separated into Accuracy, where answers are considered accurate or not accurate and the maximum value was 12; and Ranked Accuracy, where answers are ranked based on how accurate they are and the maximum value was 36. The results showed an overall better performance when tasks related
to Conditional Missingness (CM) was carried out in both analyses, while Amount Missingness (AM) tasks rendered the worst performance in both analyses. One potential reason why performance was better for CM may be that the visualization methods were originally designed for recorded data and, hence, may be more optimized for solving tasks related to recorded.

The statistical testing confirmed that the differences were significant, $\chi^2(2) = 32.116, p < 0.001$ for Accuracy and $\chi^2(2) = 16.636, p < 0.001$ for Ranked Accuracy. The post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at $p < 0.017$. The results displayed significant differences for all pairs of missingness patterns: $Z = -3.493, p < 0.001$ (Accuracy) and $Z = -3.636, p < 0.001$ (Ranked Accuracy) for AM vs JM; $Z = -4.032, p < 0.001$ (Accuracy) and $Z = -3.839, p < 0.001$ (Ranked Accuracy) for AM vs CM; and $Z = -3.801, p < 0.001$ (Accuracy) and $Z = -2.563, p = 0.01$ (Ranked Accuracy) for JM vs CM.

**Visualization Method**

The descriptive statistics for accuracy for visualization methods are presented in table 3 and figure 11, separated into analysis of Accuracy with maximum value 12, and analysis of Ranked Accuracy with maximum value 36. The results indicate better overall performance using Matrix Plot, compared to Marginplot Matrix and Parallel Coordinates, for both analyses; and worst overall performance using Marginplot Matrix.

Friedman tests confirmed significant differences for visualization methods, $\chi^2(2) = 26.847, p < 0.001$ for Accuracy and $\chi^2(2) = 21.816, p < 0.001$ for Ranked Accuracy. The post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at $p < 0.017$. The results displayed significant differences for all pairs of visualization methods for Accuracy: $Z = -3.967, p < 0.001$ for Marginplot Matrix vs Matrix Plot; $Z = -3.750, p < 0.001$ for Marginplot Matrix vs Parallel Coordinates; and $Z = -2.646, p = 0.008$ for Matrix Plot vs Parallel Coordinates. For Ranked Accuracy the difference was significant for Marginplot Matrix vs Matrix Plot and Marginplot Matrix vs Parallel Coordinates ($Z = -3.531, p < 0.001$ and $Z = -3.536, p < 0.001$ respectively), while the difference for Matrix Plot vs Parallel Coordinates was not significant ($Z = -2.301, p = 0.021$). These results confirmed that overall, the Matrix Plot appear to perform better for identification of missingness patterns than the other two visualizations, while the Marginplot Matrix appear to perform worst.

**Missingness Pattern and Visualization Method**

The descriptive statistics for the nine phases of missingness patterns and visualization methods (table 4 and figures 12 and 13) show clear variations between different combinations, both for Accuracy where the maximum value is 4, and for Ranked Accuracy where the maximum value is 12. The combinations JM+Matrix Plot, CM+Matrix Plot and CM+Parallel Coordinates all display high accuracy with median values that are equal to the maximum values of

| Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the accuracy for missingness patterns |
|--------------------------|--------|--------|--------|
| Accuracy                 | Min    | Median | Max    |
| AM                       | 0      | 5      | 9      |
| JM                       | 3      | 7      | 12     |
| CM                       | 3      | 11     | 12     |
| Ranked accuracy          |        |        |        |
| AM                       | 10     | 23     | 31     |
| JM                       | 21     | 29     | 36     |
| CM                       | 18     | 34     | 36     |

| Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the accuracy for visualization methods |
|--------------------------|--------|--------|--------|
| Accuracy                 | Min    | Median | Max    |
| Marginplot Matrix        | 0      | 5      | 9      |
| Matrix Plot              | 2      | 10     | 12     |
| Parallel Coordinates     | 2      | 8      | 10     |
| Ranked accuracy          |        |        |        |
| Marginplot Matrix        | 11     | 25     | 33     |
| Matrix Plot              | 13     | 33     | 36     |
| Parallel Coordinates     | 18     | 30     | 33     |
both analyses. The worst performances are in both analyses displayed for the combinations \textit{AM+Marginplot Matrix, JM+Marginplot Matrix} and \textit{AM+Parallel Coordinates}. It is worth noting that the worst performances for \textit{Ranked Accuracy}, with median values of 7, is higher than 50\% of the maximum value, while the worst performances for \textit{Accuracy}, with median values of 1, is considerably worse landing at 25\% of the maximum value. This may indicate that while responses were wrong, they were not necessarily very far from the correct answer.

Statistical testing with Friedman tests confirmed significant differences for the interaction of visualization method and missingness patterns, $\chi^2(8) = 103.776, p < 0.001$ for \textit{Accuracy} and $\chi^2(8) = 90.523, p < 0.001$ for \textit{Ranked Accuracy}. This was followed by post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test and pairwise comparisons to identify for which combinations of visualization method and missingness pattern the accuracy was significantly different, applying a Bonferroni correction resulting in a significant level set at $p < 0.0056$. The results displayed significant differences for some combinations of visualization methods and missingness patterns.

When it comes to drawing meaningful conclusions based on performance differences for combinations of visualization methods and missingness patterns, some pairs of combinations are more relevant than others. These are the pairs were either the missingness pattern or the visualization method is the same. The following interesting results were found through the post-hoc analysis for \textit{Accuracy}.

\textbf{Amount Missing:} Examining the performance of the different visualization methods for AM tasks, significant differences were found for Marginplot Matrix vs Matrix Plot ($Z = -3.156, p = 0.002$, first and second box-plot in figure 12a) and for Matrix Plot vs Parallel Coordinates ($Z = -2.918, p = 0.004$, second and third box-plot in figure 12a). This indicates that Matrix Plot performs better than both Marginplot Matrix and Parallel Coordinates for tasks related to AM patterns. While the accuracy results indicate that Parallel Coordinates may have performed better than Marginplot Matrix, the difference was not significant.

\textbf{Joint Missingness:} For tasks relating to JM patterns, significant differences were found for all visualization methods (Marginplot Matrix vs Matrix Plot: $Z = -3.829, p < 0.001$; Marginplot Matrix vs Parallel Coordinates: $Z = -3.472, p = 0.001$, and Matrix Plot vs Parallel Coordinates: $Z = -2.944, p = 0.003$ respectively). The performance was better for Matrix Plot than Marginplot Matrix (fifth and fourth box-plot in figure 12a), and for Parallel Coordinates than for Marginplot Matrix (sixth and fourth box-plot in figure 12a). The Matrix Plot also performed better than Parallel Coordinates (fifth and sixth box-plot in figure 12a).

\textbf{Conditional Missingness:} There were no significant performance differences for the visualization methods for CM tasks, however the combination Marginplot Matrix vs Parallel Coordinates (seventh and ninth box-plot in figure 12a) has a relatively low $p$-value ($Z = -2.729, p = 0.006$) indicating that Parallel Coordinates likely performs better than Marginplot Matrix for tasks related to CM patterns. The accuracy result for Parallel Coordinates is also slightly better than for Matrix Plot, but the difference is too small to draw any conclusions from it.

**Table 4.** Descriptive statistics for the accuracy for the nine phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Accuracy}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Ranked accuracy}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Marginplot Matrix</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Matrix Plot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM+Parallel Coordinates</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 12. Distribution of accuracy results for the combinations of missingness patterns and visualization method, ordered by pattern. MM = Marginplot Matrix, MP = Matrix Plot and PC = Parallel Coordinates.
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Figure 13. Distribution of accuracy results for the combinations of visualization method and missingness patterns, ordered by visualization. MM = Marginplot Matrix, MP = Matrix Plot and PC = Parallel Coordinates.
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Marginplot Matrix: Examining the accuracy results for the Marginplot Matrix (left section in figure 13a) there was a significant difference for AM vs CM patterns and for JM vs CM patterns, $Z = -3.311, p = 0.001$ and $Z = -3.209, p = 0.001$ respectively, with better performance for CM tasks than for AM and JM tasks when using the Marginplot Matrix (as visible from the third, first and second box-plots respectively in figure 13a).

Matrix Plot: The Matrix Plot (middle section in figure 13a) shows significantly better performance for JM tasks than for AM tasks with $Z = -3.678, p < 0.001$ (fifth and fourth box-plots in figure 13a), as well as significantly better performance for CM tasks than for AM tasks with $Z = -3.678, p < 0.001$ (sixth and fourth box-plots in figure 13a), which agrees with the overall result with generally worse performance for AM patterns.

Parallel Coordinates: When it comes to Parallel Coordinates, all differences for missingness patterns were significant, with higher performance for JM than AM (eight and seventh box-plots in figure 13a, $Z = -3.313, p = 0.001$), higher performance for CM than AM (ninth and seventh box-plots in figure 13a, $Z = -4.149, p < 0.001$) and higher performance for CM than JM (ninth and eighth box-plots in figure 13a, $Z = -3.640, p < 0.001$).

The post-hoc analysis on Ranked Accuracy displayed similar results, however a few of the interesting differences were no longer significant. The performance difference between AM and CM patterns for the Marginplot Matrix (first and third box-plots in figure 13b) was not significant. Similarly, the previously significant difference between Matrix Plot and Parallel Coordinates for JM patterns (fifth and sixth box-plots in figure 12b) was no longer significant.

Discussion

As demonstrated in the pilot study, there are some significant performance differences between methods for visualizing missing data that depend on the examined missingness pattern. This section will discuss the results and their indications in terms of guidance for future design of missing data visualization.

The Matrix Plot performed best overall, and also best for tasks related to Amount Missing (AM) and Joint Missingness (JM) patterns, with statistically significant differences. The Matrix Plot performed significantly better for JM tasks than for AM tasks, and also for Conditional Missingness (CM) task in comparison to AM, while displaying identical performance for JM and CM tasks. This could possibly indicate that the Matrix Plot is better for identifying CM and JM patterns than it is for identifying AM patterns. It is however worth keeping in mind that tasks relating to CM and JM patterns had overall significantly better performance than tasks relating to AM patterns. This may indicate that AM patterns are more difficult to perceive overall, for all three visualization methods, suggesting that this type of pattern may need further attention when designing visualization methods, particularly in context of visualization methods.
for numerical data where the frequency of a certain value may often be less clearly visualized than in methods for categorical data. Linking to the visual attributes in Table 1 the Matrix Plot represents missing values by colour and not location, the visual representation partly represent frequency through size by separating items with same values, and in part connecting across variables and connecting missing and recorded values. Furthermore, the Matrix Plot does not separate missing and recorded values in the display. A conclusion that may be drawn based on this is that the colour combined with frequency/size representation had a positive impact on frequency related tasks (AM and JM), while the in-part connection across variables and between missing and recorded, as well as the mixed representation of missing and recorded may have had a positive impact on CM tasks in comparison to the Marginplot Matrix, which does not have these features. With the ability for supporting identification of, in particular, frequency related patterns, the Matrix Plot may be useful for indication or exclusion of the MCAR missingness mechanism. It may also indicate subsets of data where the missingness is particularly problematic due to the frequency. Similarly, it may be useful for indicating potential MNAR situations through its ability to support identification of JM patterns. While the Matrix Plot overall performed well, it may benefit from enhanced representation of CM patterns with clearer links between recorded and missing values. Generally, colour may not be as reliable for representation of numerical values or differences as, for instance, location or size.

Parallel Coordinates had the second best performance overall, with overall performance closer to Matrix Plot than to Marginplot Matrix. Parallel Coordinates performed better than Matrix Plot and Marginplot Matrix for CM tasks, although the differences were not statistically significant. There was a significant performance difference (in favour for Parallel Coordinates) for JM patterns in comparison to Marginplot Matrix. The visual attributes used by Parallel Coordinates to represent missingness includes a selectable in-part use of colour (highlighting missing values of a selected variable), using a separate location for missing values, and items with the same value being drawn on top of each other resulting in there being no direct frequency/size representation. Parallel Coordinates has clear connection across variables and between missing and recorded values, through this only partly separates missing and recorded. The results of the study indicate that the clear connection features of Parallel Coordinates may have had a positive impact on CM tasks and it may, hence, be useful particularly for identification of the MAR missingness mechanism (and exclusion of MCAR) and the hiding concept\(^2\), as well as for supporting selection of imputation method, as strong CM patterns may suggest imputation based on a subset of the recorded data. The connectedness may also have had a positive impact on JM results in comparison to Marginplot Matrix, which overall emphasize the importance of connectedness for identification of multivariate patterns. Furthermore, the colour use in Parallel Coordinates may potentially be of higher importance for distinguishing between missing and recorded values than the colour use in Marginplot Matrix, due to the way the Parallel Coordinate colouring supports identification of patterns that link missingness patterns across multiple variables. The main limitation of Parallel Coordinates, in context of identification of missingness patterns, is its inability to clearly display frequencies of missing values, which is also well known from visualization of categorical values in Parallel Coordinates. This needs to be taken into consideration for future designs with visual enhancements representing frequency, as for instance briefly suggested by Fernstad and Glen\(^3\). Another issue that is not measured in this study, but discussed earlier in the paper, is the risk of misinterpreting the missing values as high values when they are located above the axis, which could be reduced by more clearly indicating that the missing values are indeed different from the recorded values.

The Marginplot Matrix had the worst overall performance of the visualization methods, and also performed worst when breaking down the results for the different missingness patterns (although all differences were not significant). In particular, Marginplot Matrix performed worse for tasks relating to JM patterns, where the differences to both Matrix Plot and Parallel Coordinates were significant; as well it performed worse for identification of CM patterns. Nonetheless, the performance for CM patterns using Marginplot Matrix was significantly better than the performance for both AM and JM patterns using Marginplot Matrix. It is interesting to note that the Marginplot Matrix performed slightly better for AM tasks than it did for JM tasks when looking at accuracy, while the overall performance of all visualization methods is better for JM than AM. The difference between AM and JM is however not significant for Marginplot Matrix. Linking to the visual attributes, as shown in Table 1, the Marginplot Matrix represent missing values through location where missing values are separated from recorded values. Colour is also used to emphasize the difference but it is not the main visual attribute. Items with the same values in two variables are drawn on top while items with the same value in only one variable are not. This results in a part representation of frequency through size, but only for items that have recorded values for one variable. This may be one reason why Marginplot Matrix performed worse for JM than AM, as AM only addresses missingness in one variable while only items with missing values in both variables are relevant for the JM pattern. Furthermore, the lack of connectedness across variables and between missing and recorded may have impacted negatively on the JM and CM tasks. Marginplot Matrix use the size of a box-plot to represent the distribution of recorded values in one variable that are missing in the other variable in comparison to the values that are recorded in the other variable. While an initial hypothesis was that this would have positive impact on the detection of CM patterns, it does not seem to have been as useful as the attributes used in Parallel Coordinates and Matrix Plot. Similarly to Parallel Coordinates, a main issue with the Marginplot Matrix in the context of missingness patterns is its limited ability to display frequency patterns, and in particular in terms of joint missingness across multiple variables. This could possibly be improved through the inclusion of size-based visual representation of missingness frequency, as also suggested for Parallel Coordinates. Another issue which was not examined in great detail in this study is the general scalability issue of small multiple displays, and the difficulty
of perceiving detail as the number of variables in the dataset increase. For future designs, building on scatterplot matrix approaches, the trade-off between representing more missingness detail (such as additional visual enhancement for frequency representation) and the amount of detail that can be efficiently displayed using small multiples, has to be carefully considered. Furthermore, the pilot study presented in this paper indicates that Matrix Plot and Parallel Coordinates may be more useful for identifying missingness patterns, hence suggesting that it may be more beneficial to build upon these approaches rather than the Marginplot Matrix.

Overall, the evaluation results emphasize the importance of visually representing missingness frequency when it comes to identifying AM and JM patterns, and to carefully consider the ability of a visualization design to display the relevant patterns for missingness analysis. To summarize, the results of the study indicates the importance of clear frequency representation as well as the importance of connectedness across variables and between missing values and recorded values. It furthermore seems beneficial not to separate missing and recorded values, especially in the context of identifying CM patterns, but there is nothing in the results that indicate that it would be negative for identification of any patterns. While certain aspects and visual attributes may be of more or less relevance depending on data and application area, it is likely that all three missingness patterns are of relevance for understanding the missingness in data. While the study presented in this paper is merely a first step in identifying appropriate visual enhancements for representation of missing values and missingness patterns, some conclusions can be drawn to guide and support future research in missing data visualization. It is likely to be beneficial for the analysis of missingness in data to a) include size based representation of the frequency of missing values, b) utilize visual features that connect missing and recorded values across multiple variables, and c) to avoid separating the missing and recorded values into two sets of representations. Furthermore, based on prior research and the results from this study, the author would suggest that location is not suitable as the only representation of missing values, due to the risk of misinterpretation in visualization where location has a meaning (in part relating to the misleading display as evaluated by Eaton et al.\cite{Eaton2022}). When such representations are used, some additional visual feature, such as colour, should preferably be used to emphasize the missingness of values.

**Conclusions and Future Work**

Even though missing data is commonly occurring in almost every data generating domain, very little effort has been put into the visualization of missing values, as highlighted in this paper. The understanding of missing values and the patterns underlying the missingness are nonetheless important both for understanding the cause of the missingness and how to best deal with it, as well as to gain a more extensive understanding of the data as a whole. While in a unique position to facilitate missingness data analysis, few attempts have been made to design visualization tools for supporting visual investigation of missingness in data.

This paper presented and motivated a set of missingness patterns of relevance for investigation and understanding of missing values in data. These patterns include **Amount Missing**, which represents the relative number of items with missing values in a variable or item; **Joint Missingness**, which refers to the quantity of items that have missing values for both variables in a variable pair; and **Conditional Missingness**, which refers to relationships between missing values in one variable and recorded values in another.

The paper also contributed an initial usability evaluation where visualization methods that use different visual attributes for representing missing values are compared in context of identification of the three missingness patterns. The evaluation results indicate that a Matrix Plot, a heatmap where missing data is represented by colour, is generally the best of the visualization methods when it comes to performing tasks related to **Amount Missing** and **Joint Missingness**. This may be due to its more straightforward ability to display frequency compared to other visualization methods. For tasks related to **Conditional Missingness** the Parallel Coordinates, where missing values are represented above the axis and items with missing values in a selected variable are highlighted, performed slightly better than the Matrix Plot. This may indicate that, in context of understanding relationships between missing and recorded values, the lines connecting values across multiple variables, as in Parallel Coordinates, may be of more benefit than the rows and colour value representation of the Matrix Plot. The third visualization method, Marginplot Matrix, performed worse than both Parallel Coordinates and Matrix Plot for all missingness patterns. Explanations for this may possibly be a consequence of that the Marginplot Matrix represent missing values in the margin, separated from the recorded values, and plots items with the same value on top of each other, hence affecting the ability to perceive frequencies. The small size of plots when using small multiples, as in the Marginplot Matrix, may also have had a generally negative impact on pattern identification.

While the work presented in this paper provide some initial guidance on visual attributes to use when designing visualization methods for missing data, further research is needed to establish which methods may best support understanding of missingness in data. This includes studies on more complex and larger data, as well as further studies of visual attributes. Further research also includes the development of visual analytics tools that are able to support interactive exploration of missingness in large and heterogeneous datasets and that support decision making in terms of how best to deal with the data.
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